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March Issue
As many of you know, I have a contemptuous relationship with snow. Yes, it’s
pretty and necessary for spring moisture in the northern part of North America,
but I want it gone. As I sit in my office waiting for spring to arrive, I can look out
the window and notice the glacier that is my front lawn is gradually shrinking and
receding. Soon, I will walk upon native prairie again with my dogs. We will find
birds, dead things to roll in (the dogs, not me) and find a renewed sense of
purpose.
Most of the Whoa Post audience has a dog, probably more than one. Recently, a
friend lost his dog. He shares the story of Kali on page 2. I invite you to read it
with a Kleenex handy because you won’t have a dry eye. I know, because I found
tears in my eyes. But sadness aside, the story is a celebration of the author’s life
with Kali.
This got me thinking about dogs and the roles they play in our lives and
household. Kali was a once in a lifetime dog, fulfilling to role of companion,
confidant, and hunter to the author. How many of you have this relationship with
your dog?
This type of relationship can only be achieved if your dog spends time with people
and mostly, you. So how do you make this connection with your dog of a
lifetime? First, take care of their basic needs, food, health, shelter. Then you need
to train them. Training gives the dog a purpose and helps you make the
connection with them. Then go beyond training and take them into the field so
you can share something you both love and reward them when they do things
right, gently correct when they make mistakes. The most important thing you can
do with a dog to make them a dog of a lifetime is spend time with them. Hug
them, play with them, get down and roll on the floor with them. If you like, let
them sleep on the bed with you (there’s nothing wrong with a bedroom dog
regardless of what others think), take them for car rides just because, share a laugh,
and let them lick your tears away. But mostly, include them, not like an accessorya purse, hat, or belt, but by making them your partner and maybe you will have the
dog of a lifetime.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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There’s no easy way to say it – Kali’s gone.
She went peacefully yesterday
morning, the last day of quail
season, in about as appropriate
and fitting a manner as I could
ever dream for her. The last
thing she did on Saturday was
point one covey and two single
bobwhites, and I put feathers in
her mouth. The last thing she
ate Saturday night was
bacon. She spent her last hour
in my arms. The last thing she
smelled was one of her quail
from the prior morning. The
last thing she saw was me in the
familiar blaze orange hat and
shirt, telling her it was okay.
Obviously, I’m horribly sad
about the gaping hole in my life,
even though it was unavoidable
and imminent. Can’t go
anywhere or do anything
without being reminded of her
because we did everything
together everywhere, most of
which didn’t involve
hunting. Camping, fishing,
changing the oil, writing in my office, cooking in the kitchen, and definitely while putting boots on – Kali has
been there for the past 14 years, anxious to be with me and hopefully be invited along for the ride …
preferably in the front seat. Loyal to the end.
It’s crazy how us silly humans bestow such affection and human characteristics on critters we know won’t
outlive us. But if a man is extremely lucky and truly blessed, he gets one great dog in his life. There may be a
better dog than Kali out there somewhere, or even in my future, but it’s difficult to imagine that. I’ll rattle
off her scorecard in a second, which may not stack up to the meat haulers of renown, but as a complete
canine companion, she was so much more. A few specific words to justify that statement:
Endearing – most of you either met and fell in love with Kali or followed our adventures via her stories. I
know you weren’t following me – you were rooting for her, celebrating and laughing all along. Her happy
little smile and vocal greetings for anyone she met touched all.

Inspiring – her talent got me on the road and turned me into a decent upland biologist with an extensive
research library; her personality got three others to add French Brits to their families; her stories have inspired several other hunters to pursue various traveling wingshooting goals with their dogs. Sophia’s first
hunting trip to the Panhandle opened my eyes to the educational opportunities of travel and inspired the 8thgrade trips across America I shared with both girls.
Intelligent – not just trainability, but purely brilliant. Bear in mind she would travel for hours, usually days,
and be put into some completely foreign habitat, then figure it out and find birds. About the only things she
learned from me were not to chase rabbits and not to lose Dad. Circling around scaled quail and running
Continued on page 3
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Kali - Continued from page 2
them back to the hunters? Her. Looking for forest grouse in trees? Her. Finding the sucker eating a steak
around a campfire? Her. We were always a team – I did my best to put her in situations where she could
enjoy success and she never offered anything but her best efforts.
Proud – our bond was so tight that I’m convinced her greatest concern was to avoid disappointing me and she
never did. But her little ego was humorous … the way she looked away from cameras when the hunt was
over; the way she ignored us the first time she encountered a frozen stream in Idaho and 360’ed her way into
the opposite bank while we fell to the ground laughing; even her last hunt, as I carried her the several hundred
yards to the truck, she wriggled out of my grasp when she saw Sam’s dog coming and proudly trotted the
remaining distance. She was jealous too – I didn’t get to love on any other dog, including Pickett, without her
muscling her way into my arms.
I suppose if there is a Birddog Hall of Fame, she should be a first-ballot entry – if you’ve hunted behind her,
you have your own favorite visual or stories, but here’s her stat sheet taken from the journals I somehow knew
I should keep after our first hunt – and I can recall every single one:
Hunted in 49 states, 8 provinces
Hunted north of the Arctic Circle and south of the Border Fence, Maine to California, Florida to Alaska
Completed the American Upland Grand Slam
Bobwhite (First 11/02/2003)
113 coveys, 232 singles
Pheasant (12/05/2003)
78
Snipe (01/19/2004)
2
Hungarian partridge (11/01/2006)
6 coveys
Timberdoodles (11/07/2007)
6
Scaled quail (11/23/2007)
6 coveys, 25 singles
Gambels quail (11/24/2007)
4 coveys, 6 singles
Mearns quail (01/14/2008)
1 covey, 2 singles
Chukar (10/28/2008)
10 coveys, 3 singles
Sharptailed grouse (11/01/2008)
14 coveys, 4 singles
Ruffed grouse (11/03/2008)
20
Valley quail (01/13/2009)
5 coveys, 26 singles
Mountain quail (01/17/2009)
1 covey
Sage grouse (09/22/2009)
3
Prairie chicken (09/27/2009)
1
Chachalaca (02/15/2010)
1
Blue grouse (09/23/2010)
12
Spruce grouse (09/27/2010)
19
Himalayan snowcock (09/15/2011)
0, but not for lack of extreme effort
Columbian sharptail (10/12/2011)
1 covey, 2 singles
White-tailed ptarmigan (09/18/2012)
3
Willow ptarmigan (09/03/2014)
2 coveys, 2 singles
Mockingbird (01/18/2017)
1 – it’s a long story, but a goodern.
So I’m sad, but certainly not remorseful. It took me a few years to appreciate Kali’s potential, but once we got
rolling, we didn’t stop. Only a couple of weeks ago, just the two of us went to New Mexico on what I feared
might be her last road trip – so she had motel beds, steaks, bacon and birds to the end. There’s only a handful
of dogs that have ever notched the Grand Slam and they belonged to legends like Gene Hill and Ben
Continued on page 4
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Kali - Continued from page 3
Williams. I’d argue there’s never been another dog that has hunted in so many places. Sure, I love the travel, the
pie, the beer, the adventure, the planning, the logistics – but it’s really the relationships that I cherish … with
Kali; with the good friends who became great friends in the right seat on an adventure; and with the new friends
who shared our love of birds and guns, and hunting and habitat. Tons of laughter and a few tears … dog people
are good people.
Kali will take her last ride in UPLNDR today. Our friend Larry in Colorado will load some of her ashes into
shotgun shells and this Fall I’m taking her back to all the places she pointed the Grand Slam birds and leaving a
little of her, spread at 1200 fps, on that hallowed ground. It may be an eccentric victory lap, but I feel she deserves it.
Life will crowd in and eventually make the pain of her loss go away. Laughter will replace tears. But I’m in no
hurry. I’m going to roll around in my sadness and get it all over me, kinda like she did with that dead bobcat after completing the Quail Slam in California, leaving me with thousands of fragrant miles for the return trip
home…
I need to savor her passing and the void she’s left as much as I did the fun we had. It’ll hurt again this summer

Continued on page 5
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Kali - Continued from page 4
when it’s too hot to do anything but plan the next trip. Have always loved the whistle of bobwhites in the
morning, but that’ll sting for a while too.
God blessed me – right dog, right guy, right time. My greatest consolation is that I didn’t waste that gift. Kali
inspired many things for many people. If her passing reminds us of anything, it’s don’t waste our blessings …
there’s lots of excuses to put off doing or saying what we know we should do and say. If a little dog can inspire
laughter and tears and joy and fun for so many, then what can each of us do?
Carpe dogum! (Ok, I made that up, but you get the point!)
Thanks for riding along with us all these years.
It’s been a helluva ride…
Cletus
Editor’s note: Cletus Bianchi and I first became aquatinted back in 2013 when he shared an article on his dog,
Kali with the Whoa Post. Since that day 3 years ago, he’s been featured in the Whoa Post hunting and in gear
development with Laeleps. We also share a special bond in that we both have Hunrunr dogs - the little dogs that
can. If you have a Hunrunr, you are lucky because Lee Draeger, Montana has passed away and his line, Hunrunr
is hard to come by. Cletus has been featured in numerous magazines including The Pointing Dog Journal and

Texas Sporting Journal.

The long-tailed weasel is found on the prairie and usually lives
near a water source. The long-tailed weasel is a carnivore, has a very high rate of metabolism and eats about 40% of its body weight every day! Most of its diet is made up of
small mammals like mice, voles, rabbits, gophers and chipmunks. It will occasionally eat
birds and insects. The weasel crushes its prey's skull with its canines. It uses scent and
sound to track its prey. The long, thin body makes it easy for it to follow prey into burrows.

The weasel is a solitary animal, except during mating season. It lives in the abandoned
burrows other mammals, in rotting logs or under tree roots or rocks. Its nest is made of
grass and leaves and lined with fur. The long-tailed weasel is most active in the night, but
it also comes out in the day. It does not hibernate. The long-tailed weasel can climb trees
and it is a good swimmer. It uses lots of different vocalizations including squeals, squeaks, trills and purrs. It also
releases a strong smelling musk during mating season and when it is frightened. It is very aggressive when its
territory is invaded.
The most basic form of camouflage is a coloration that matches an animal's surroundings. Of course, an animal's
surroundings may change from time to time. Many animals have developed special adaptations that let them
change their coloration as their surroundings change. In regions of snow, both species change their coat from
summer brown to winter white. The white hair, which is longer and denser, replaces the brown over a period of
three to five weeks. The color change starts from the belly and spreads upward. In spring, the process is
reversed. Only the tip of the tail, which is black, remains unchanged. The change in color is triggered by length
of daylight, not by temperature. That means weasels face special risks during any winter of on-again, off-again
snow. Northern weasels can’t help but turn white even when the earth remains brown – which makes them easy
targets for predators. Interestingly, the ability to change color is genetically programmed. Weasels from the
south do not change color even when they are transplanted to the snowy north. Likewise, northern weasels still
turn white when moved to a southern climate.
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Leave the Pole for Fishing by John Mooney
Many years ago I adopted a tool a lot of trainers were using, a pheasant wing
(or a like bird wing) on a fishing pole. This was used to flip around in front
of a young puppy to see if he or she would point. After several flips of the
wing, or maybe only a couple, most puppies will stop chasing and freeze on
point. This also was a good time to use the command “whoa” to help enforce the staunchness of the point. Many people think the puppy is pointing
the wing using his nose, when in reality it is just sight pointing. You may see
a puppy out in the yard pointing a leaf, a dandelion, a blade of grass that is
moving etc. To further prove the point of sight pointing, some trainers
would even use a rag at the end of the pole and line, with the same results as
the wing. Getting back to the puppy pointing the wing, this was a good time to reach down and pet him while
on point which reassures the puppy. This all was a great way to introduce your puppy to the “whoa” command.
My experience with the wing proved it was a super tool until I started noticing something in the field when
introducing the puppy to birds and it wasn’t positive. I introduce birds to puppies around the four month
mark. Some puppies a little earlier but most at four months. After first contact with a planted bird the puppy
may have pointed, or at very least, found and flushed. I noticed the puppy wanting to get very close to the
planted bird. It is not uncommon for a young puppy to want to grab the bird after first contact. The problem
seemed more intense with the puppy after repeated times with the fishing pole. I decided to do an experiment
with two puppies. One I used the fishing pole, the other no pole. I saw the puppy that had his whoa training
with the fishing pole move closer when smelling the bird and the other (with no exposure to the fishing pole)
catching the scent cone and stopping on point. Now it is not uncommon for a puppy, after she has had a couple
birds under her belt, to want to jump in on the bird and flush for the chase. That is another part of training that
almost all puppies have to learn -- the proper etiquette of pointing a bird.
My feeling is this, the puppy with the pole training wanted to see the bird when it came in contact because she
had been sight pointing for the first couple of months. She was used to seeing what she was pointing and
wanted to move in closer, bumping the bird. This practice was a part of training that was causing more harm
than good. Young puppies want to get the bird and jump in after a short point any way, why encourage the bad
habit?
I will admit I do still have a pole with a pheasant wing attached, using it with an adult dog with many birds under
its belt, to show potential clients the intense pointing of the Epagneul Breton.
There are many other ways to start your puppy with the whoa command. I use those methods, not the pole.
John Mooney owns and operates L’Escarbot Kennels in Hampton, MN

I like them all - pointers, setters, retrievers, spaniels - what have you. I've had good
ones and bad of several kinds. Most of the bad ones were my fault and most of the
good ones would have been good under any circumstances.
Gene Hill
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It’s in the Bag by Ken Bruwelheide
Information about the food that we feed our dogs continues to be of interest to me. I first shared dog food
information in a two part article for this newsletter in June and July, 2014 entitled “What I Learned about Dog
Food This Winter.”
The information shared came out of changes that my three Epagneul Bretons experienced as the result of a
change in recipe of the nationally advertised brand that I had been feeding. It was surprising to be told that pet
food companies can change the recipes and products at will without notifying customers or posting the fact that
changes occurred on the bag. I had visited with the nutritionist at my local animal nutrition center and we
followed her recommendation to go to a grain free product. The results of this food change were positive for all
our dogs and continue to be so. During the spring of 2015 a follow up article came along as an update in the
Whoa Post.
Over the span of time since those articles the dog food market has seen a number of brands appear marketed as
“grain free products.” Some of the brands are not entirely grain free and the meat products contained may be
questionable. Exactly what is “chicken by-product meal” anyway?
In January, 2017, our local animal nutrition center put on a public presentation on pet foods. The proprietor of
the business making this presentation has eighteen years of animal nutrition experience with academic degrees
and certifications to support her experience and she has quite the animal menagerie. This presentation was very
informative and a bit alarming.
I had forgotten about the 2007 deaths of dogs due to dog treats, including jerky, and food from China that had
the chemical melamine in them. A focus of this presentation was to look beyond just the percentage of protein,
fat, and fiber in a dog food. Look instead at what ingredients are present to provide those components.
Food ingredients: Look at the ingredients that are listed in order of percentage quantity on the dog food
packaging. Start at the left end of the first line. Read the ingredients until you see the first mention of fat or oil.
Stop! Everything ahead of that makes up 85% of the contents of the dog food inside.
Do not forget that there are preservatives that provide a long shelf life for the product. One of these is BHA
(butylated hydroxyanisole) which is a reputed cancer causing agent in animals and humans with cumulative
effects. After the presentation I returned home and examined the labels on my dog food products. Guess
what…the national brand of dog biscuits I have occasionally used as treats
for years listed BHA as the main preservative that California lists as a
chemical known to possibly cause cancer. Into the dumpster those treats
went!
We ask a lot from our Epagneul Bretons. We appreciate their hunt drive
and stamina in the field. If we are not careful it is possible to upset the
nutritional balance of what they put out for us against what we feed them.

I realize that many folks have fed a certain dog food product for years and
are not likely to change. However, please do not be influenced by
advertising or photographs of dogs in the field. Read the ingredients and
analyze if your athletic dog can perform well on a product that is mostly
grain. Answer the question “what is chicken by-product meal anyway.” For
more information check out the website www.Truthaboutpetfood.com
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Book Review: Training the Sporting Dog by Smith,
D. and Jones, E. (2016).By Pete Wax
I happily unwrapped the Training the Sporting Dog third addition by Smith and Jones last
week (affectionately known as the Orange Book). The cover is orange and the book is field
ready with all pages coated in a water/vomit proof laminate and back break proof wire
binding. Sold by the American Hunting Dog Club, it cost me $40 even, including shipping,
and took 3 days from key stroke (http://www.ahdc.org/ahdcsite/storeitems.php) to my
door in North Dakota.
This is my third Orange Book. The previous two grew legs, wandered off and never wandered back. Their new
owners might think I no longer remember where they went, but I do, and hold no hard feelings because if
someone would have lent me this book 20 years ago I would not have given it back either.
There are many dog training books out there but there are only a few that will actually provide you the knowledge
necessary to train your hunting dog. At best, most training books will get you and you pup to a place where you
can live with them, and hunt with them with a moderate amount of control. If that is your goal the Orange Book
is not for you. If on the other hand you want a finished hunting dog, that does it because they understand and
respect, you buy this book and follow its instruction without deviation and 99% of you will have a real trained
hunting dog. In the next couple months I will review a book that is designed for the 1% of dogs that this book
cannot reach.
The “Orange Book” is a working man and women’s book. It does not have a famous handler on the cover, a
superman does not endorse it, and there are no glitzy gimmicks with clever names to make all dogs magically bow
down in submission to their handlers. What it does have are clearly defined steps on time proven techniques that
teach your pup to do what you command because pup understands what you want and what you will do to make
sure you get it.
There are no wasted words in this book. The sentences are short and clear, coupled with pictures. The
equipment needed you already have, can make, or can easily purchase at the local hardware store. The training
process is broken down into clear steps; Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3. There is a test after each milestone step. The
tests are designed to ensure that pup understands before moving to the next milestone. Each milestone is
careful link to the next so in the end the response to a command is smooth and seamless. A real sweet feeling
comes over pup and trainer when the light turns on. A pup with the light on does it happily and with gusto.
The book is nearly comprehensive for the hunting dog. It covers: The Training Philosophy, The Lead, Heeling,
Whoa, Negative Command (Leave it), Walking Pup Down, Pottering, Pointing, Duration and Temptation,
Retrieving, Marking, Far Shore, Decoys, Hand Signals, Single Mark Long Retrieves, Blind Retrieves, Multiple
Marks and Multiple Blind Retrieves, Retrieve by Trailing, Retrieve Distractions, Come, Go, Hunt, Turn, Flushing,
Steadiness, Hunting from a Blind, Hunting from Boats/Canoe, Call off, Flush on Command, Stop in Mid-Charge,
Honoring, Sit, Down, House Breaking, Children, Kennel Up, and the tough stuff like Whining, Barking, Howling,
and Fighting.
Continued on page 9
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Book Review - Continued from page 8
In conclusion, if you had to own only one dog training book I would recommend this one. To put this in
perspective, I own over 33 training books and have read each and every one of them at least once and have used
some small portion out nearly all of them – some are just ridiculous. You might think I have some attachment to
Smith & Jones, or the American Hunting Dog Club (AHDC) but I do not. I am not, nor have I ever been a
member of the AHDC and I do not know Smith or Jones, but I do know that this book holds the key that will
result in 99% of raw material being formed into a trained dog. Good luck and good training.

Save the Date!
August 30 & 31, 2017
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Wild Field Trial & TAN
More information to come in April
The club secretary will not accept any
entries prior to the publication of the field
trial premium.
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Are There Behavior Changes When Dogs Are Spayed or Neutered?
By Stanley Coren Ph.D., F.R.S.C.
From: https://www.psychologytoday.com
According to two large sample investigations, there appear to be some surprising and undesirable behavior
changes in dogs who are spayed or neutered.
If you believe many of the websites maintained by a number of humane societies and veterinary groups, spaying
and neutering of dogs seems to be a solution for many behavioral problems. Some of these websites will even talk
about "The Responsibility of Spaying and Neutering Dogs." A sample of the statements which I found on these
sites include:
"Spaying and neutering makes pets better, more affectionate companions."
"Your dog should be spayed or neutered because sex hormones lead to unnecessary stress and aggression
among dogs."
"Unsterilized animals often exhibit more behavior and temperament problems than do those who have been
spayed or neutered."
"Many aggression problems may be avoided by early neutering."
"Female dogs, like males, have an increased risk of aggression if left intact."
"Male dogs display hormonally influenced aggression toward each other. Neutering eliminates much of this
behavior."
My interest in the question of possible behavior changes associated with spaying and neutering was rekindled
when I had a pair of European visitors who were quite amazed at the number of dogs in North America who
were spayed or neutered.
According to them the idea
that dog should be neutered in
order to control certain
behavior tendencies seems to
be a uniquely North American
notion. Apparently Europeans
don't buy into this idea. A
Swedish study found that 99
percent of the dogs in their
sample were not neutered. A
Hungarian study showed 57
percent intact dogs, and a
British survey found 46
percent intact dogs. In fact it
is against the law to neuter
dogs in Norway unless there is
a specific medical reason.
The vast majority of the
research done on spaying and
neutering has focused on
medical issues, such as the
reduction of the incidence of
certain cancers and
hormonally related diseases
and canine population
Continued on page 11
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Spay & Neuter - Continued from page 10
control. However, since my interests focus on behavior these gave me little insight. Ultimately my search of the
scientific literature uncovered two studies that appeared to be soundly designed, which used similar methodology,
collected data from a large number of dogs, and directly addressed the issue of behavior changes as a result of
spaying and neutering. To be honest I found that their results to be surprising and somewhat shocking.
The first of these studies was reported by Deborah Duffy and James Serpell, both at the School of Veterinary
Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. It was published in The Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on
Nonsurgical Contraceptive Methods for Pet Population Control*. The second was a master's thesis at Hunter College in
New York which was submitted by Parvene Farhoody**. Both of these studies used the Canine Behavioral
Assessment and Research Questionnaire (usually abbreviated as the C-BARQ) which was developed by Serpell and his
associates. It is a long questionnaire, involving 101 items, and it has been shown to be a valid and reliable way of
testing various aspects of canine aggression, fear and anxiety, attachment, excitability, energy level and other
factors. It is based upon owners directly reporting the occurrence or non-occurrence of specific behaviors in their
dogs in a structured way.
The number of dogs tested in these two studies is quite large. The Duffy and Serpell study tested two different
samples, one of 1,552 dogs and the other of 3,593 dogs. The Farhoody study tested 10,839 dogs, thus the
combined studies provide data on 15,984 dogs in total, making this an amazingly powerful data set.
There are too many measures for me to report in detail, however the main results were the same across all three
samples of dogs. Given that one of the accepted behavioral reasons for spaying and neutering is to reduce
aggression, the distressing results of these studies is that spayed and neutered dogs actually show
considerably more aggression. Depending upon the specific form of aggression (owner directed, stranger directed
etc.) the size of these effects is quite large, varying from a low of around a 20 percent increase to more than double
the level of aggression in the neutered dogs as measured by the C-BARQ scoring scale. A further surprise was that
these effects were similar for both males and females. One slight difference between males and females is that for
male dogs the age at which they are neutered makes no difference in the increase of aggression relative to intact
dogs, however for females early spaying (before the dog is one year of age) causes a considerably larger increase in
aggression relative to later spaying.
A different worrisome finding is that there was a roughly 31 percent increase in fearfulness for both sexes. This is
accompanied by a 33 percent increase in touch sensitivity. The spayed and neutered dogs also showed a roughly 8
percent increase in excitability. About the only positive effect on behavior that seems to result from spaying and
neutering is the roughly 68 percent decrease in urine marking.
I must admit that I was astonished and greatly bothered by the direction of these results. Farhoody summarizes her
findings saying "Our data showed that the behavior of neutered dogs was significantly different from that of intact
dogs in ways that contradict the prevailing view. Among the findings, neutered dogs were more aggressive, fearful,
excitable, and less trainable than intact dogs."
Considering the fact that one of the reasons recommended for spaying and neutering dogs is to correct a range of
canine behavior problems, Duffy and Serpell's conclusions expose this to be a myth when they say "For most
behaviors, spaying/neutering was associated with worse behavior, contrary to conventional wisdom."
Perhaps on this count the Europeans have it right…
References
Deborah L. Duffy and James A. Serpell (2006, November). Non-reproductive effects of spaying and neutering on
behavior in dogs. Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Non-Surgical Contraceptive Methods for
Pet Population Control. Alexandria, Virginia.
Parvene Farhoody (2010) Behavioral and Physical Effects ofSpaying and Neutering Domestic Dogs (Canis
familiaris). Masters thesis submitted to and accepted by Hunter College.
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Meet the Artist: Julie Bender

Born in St. Louis, Missouri and now residing in Loveland,
Colorado, Julie Bender grew up with a fascination for drawing
animals and has remained on that course all her life. In 2002,
when her beloved Vizsla died at the relatively young age of nine,
Bender found that the only way to ease her pain was by making
some deeply personal gesture of gratitude. Having no previous
knowledge of wood-burning, she bought a hobby-shop
wood-burner, and using a photograph as a guide, set out to burn
her dog’s portrait on a cherry wood urn. It was then that Bender
found her life’s calling. Soon she was taking commissions for
portraits of others’ dogs and horses, but birddogs have always
held a special place in Bender’s heart.
In 2012 her artistic passion took her to Colorado, where she now
resides and makes a full time career in pyrography. She frequents
Colorado's high country, ranches and prairies for inspiration, and
is always keyed into that rare moment when animals display a
particular look or behavior that makes her heart race, as in the
case of “The Gift.”
Bender uses hot metal tips to burn images on a natural surface
including wood and paper. Due to its monochromatic nature,
The Gift
pyrography is all about applying various degrees of heat to produce
sepia-like hues in subtle values and tones, while paying particular
attention to sharp detail. She often infuses color into her work to enhance the piece and bring a delicate refinement and contemporary feel to her subjects.
Bender is an award-winning artist and member of the International Guild of Realism. Her career includes
international sales, museum acquisitions, top gallery representation, workshops and invitations to major juried
international exhibitions and art shows. Her work can be found at juliebender.com and on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/JulieBenderArt/.

Your Move

Above the Rest
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Photo Gallery

PR Jersey Hites Mississippi TAN WRT with a recent successful
retrieve at trial in North Carolina
Photo provided by Angie Hites
Luc
Photo provided by Butch Nelson

Cassie enjoying the sun in Tucson, Arizona
Photo by Janis Bruwelheide

Atos on a Texas Duck Hunt
Photo provided by Jackie Hutwagner

Send your photos to the Whoa Post Editor at sniesar@outlook.com
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Photo Gallery

Maggie water retrieval training
Photo provided by Jackie Hutwagner

Mojito du mas D'Pataula Mao at eight months
pointing a quail
Photo provide by Fred Overby

Mendy De L'Ardour rests in her
Paris hotel room before immigrating to
the USA
Photo by Fred Overby

A commemorative EB plate from prior year's
field trials in Osuna, Andalucia, Espana
Photo provide by Fred Overby
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Photo Gallery

Ed Smith family annual hunt
Photo by Ed Smith

Jappeloup
Photo provided by Robert Vinnerie

Isar de L'Ardou
Photo provided by Roberto Jajersky

Jappeloup training
Photo provided by Robert Vinnerie
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Recipe : Chili Relleno Casserole
From: Celebrating Wild Game, Members’ Special Recipes by North American Hunting Club


11/2 lbs ground venison



1/2 onion, chopped



7 oz. can diced green chili's



11/2 cups cheddar cheese, shredded



4 eggs, well beaten



1/4 cup flower



1/2 tsp salt



1/2 cup milk

Brown venison with onion. Place half of meat mixture in 9 x 13” baking pan. Layer with half of green chiles and half of cheese, the
with remaining chies and cheese. Combine eggs, flour, salt and milk; mix well. Pour egg mixture over layers and bake at 325 F for 45
minutes.

Do you have a recipe to share with the whoa Post readers?
Please send it to Sherry Niesar, Whoa Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com

Cooking Wild Game Soux Vide By Mike Johnson
Have you tried cooking your wild game soux vide? After getting a soux vide
cooker for Father’s Day last summer I use this method almost
exclusively to cook my wild game harvest. Why? Because it keeps the meat so
moist. As we all know wild game can dry out quickly while cooking and if you
are not careful your dog may be the only one in the house who will enjoy it.
It is also an amazing way to get perfectly done, juicy, ribeye steaks. Do yourself a favor and google soux vide cooking to learn how it can make your wild
game taste even more delightful!
For more information:

Whoa Post Marketplace
Sportdog TEK 1.0 GPS Tracking and E-collar two (2) dog system.
Excellent condition. $500 ($760 if purchased new). Contact Carl Anderson
at 701-527-1669 or links8736@aol.com for additional information.
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Breeders
Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com
Chantant K-3 Kennel
Norman & Judy Pope
popecpa23@gmail.com
605-724-2533, 303-324-9972
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@outlook.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com
Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Stud Dogs
1. CHF-Wild NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour *
Hip Rating - A ( France)
*Frozen Semen only
2. CHF-W F'Nat du mas d'Pataula ("Pride")
TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete the
membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders who raise
UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is sent directly to
over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page. Provide your
information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name, Phone, Email, Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name, Phone, Email,7 Website
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Up Coming Events
Mar. 11 & 12, 2016
Midwest Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Coon Rapids, IA
Wild, Liberated, TAN
Contact: Royce Stangl avad@iowatelecom.net
712-683-5752

March 24, 2017
CEB- United States
Bloomington, IL
Conformation and Specialty Show
Contact: Julie Lardino jlaw234@ymail.com
630-364-6903
March 25 and 26, 2017
CEB- United States,
Bloomington, IL
Lib, TAN and WRT
Contact: Clint LaFary, 309-231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com
April 1-2, 2017
Club Du Braque Francais North America Inc.,
Plankinton, SD
Water, Field Trial, TAN
Contact: Eric Mueller, 605.999.1657

April 8 & 9, 2017
United Irish Red and White Setter Society
Morgantown, KY
Type L Field Trial, TAN, WRT
Contact: James Beattie (270) 925-1429

August 30 & 31, 2017
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Denton, MT
Wild Field Trial
Contact: Sherry Niesar 701-527-3714
September 16-17, 2017
Heart of the Prairie Epagneul Breton Gun Dog
Club
Green Valley, IL
Liberated Field Trial
Contact: Clint LaFary, 309.231.8868
October 21-22, 2017
CEB - US, Inc.
Bloomfield, IA
Wild Field Trial, TAN, Water
Contact: Clint LaFary, 309.231.8868

April 8 & 9, 2017
Northern Plaines Epagneul Breton Gun Dog,
Timber Lake, SD
Water Field Trial, TAN
Contact: Norman Pope, 605.724.2533 or
303.324.9972

Spa Day
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:









Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please
Sallyrenew
Says: your
“Hey
and mentors
membership
to theto
Boss! It’s time
Receive advance notice of special events
Bigpay
Skyour
Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form
is below. dues!”
membership
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee
is $20 - individuals $30 - family or $50 - business
(Business membership receive a business card size ad in
the Whoa Post for the year.)
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership
Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual _____ $30 Family _____ $50 Business_____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

